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Bounded Rationality


Heuristics


**Cognitive Biases**


**Decision Rules; Poliheuristic Theory**

*Decision rules*


**Poliheuristic Theory**


**Prospect Theory, Framing, Counter-framing and Nudging**

**Prospect Theory**


**Media Framing**


**Leader Framing**


*Nudging*


**The Limits of the Unitary Actor Model of Government; Group Decision Making Models**


**Emotions & Political Attitudes**

*Emotions & Information Processing*


Emotions & Participation


**Emotions & Partisanship**


**Emotions & Intergroup Attitudes**


*Emotions & Political Elites*


*Biology of Politics: Evolution, Neuroscience, Physiology & Genetics*


Individual Differences and the Origins of Political Preferences

**Personality & Other Predispositions**


Leader Personality & Style


**Leader's Perceptions & Misperceptions**


Moral Values


**Social Norms**


**Motivated Reasoning in Politics**

**Information Processing & Attitude Formation**


Social Identity Theory


*Origins & Effects of Motivated Reasoning*


• Kertzer, J. D., Rathbun, B. C., & Rathbun, N. S. (2020). The price of peace: Motivated reasoning and costly signaling in international relations. *International Organization, 74*(1), 95-118.


• Political Psychology – Special Virtual Issue on Motivated Reasoning – August 2012.
